The identification of Junia in Rom . has been a familiar problem in biblical interpretation. Most studies, however, are preoccupied with the gender of the name, assuming that Junia's apostolic status is not in doubt. This article addresses the latter issue. The collocation of ej piv shmo~ with its adjuncts shows that, as a rule, ej piv shmo~ with a genitive personal adjunct indicates an inclusive comparison ('outstanding among'), while ej piv shmo~ with (ej n plus) the personal dative indicates an elative notion without the implication of inclusion ('well known to'). This study concludes that Junia was well known to the apostles rather than outstanding among them.
for the text string iounia at the beginning of a word yielded only one viable hit outside of biblical or patristic citations, and this name is obviously feminine: ∆Iouniv a ga; r aj delfh/ Brouv tou sunwv / kei Kav ssio~, mentioned by Plutarch.
 BAGD cites this name (as used in Rom .) as masculine,  but the forthcoming edition (to be known as BDAG) argues that the form ∆Iouniv a is to be preferred.
 This is in keeping with the current trends of scholarship as well, for in the past two decades the tide has swung decidedly over to the side of the feminine form. To remove paraphrasis and reduce cumbersome expressions -and because we lean towards this understanding as well -we will treat this name as feminine.
A brief history of Junia's apostleship
Whether ∆Iounian is male or female is not the only contribution of this verse to biblical gynaecology. The relation of Junia to the apostles is also in view. On this issue, there is a growing consensus: Junia is an apostle. That is, the text is read as follows: 'Greet Andronicus and Junia, my relatives who were in prison with me, who are outstanding among the apostles. ' The expression in question is ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~. The vast bulk of translations and commentators today regard this line as indicating that Andronicus and Junia were apostles, though not in the most technical sense of that word. What is interesting is that battle lines are almost always drawn along the gender of ∆Iounian, as though it were already a settled issue that this individual finds a place among the apostolic band. It is the assumption of Junia's apostolic status, however, that we wish to challenge.
Before we get into the evidence, it might be helpful to note the history of the discussion. Frankly, this will not take very long.  To be sure, there is an abundance   .    .  yet received our copy, CD ROM E has recently been released ( Feb ); it contains , works from , authors, and a total count of  million words of text. The cover letter to TLG subscribers notes that 'This is a significant expansion compared to the  million words (from  authors and , works) included in CD ROM D'. We do not know on what information Piper and Grudem based their statement that the previous version to the one we are using, CD ROM C, 'contains , authors and , works' (Piper and Grudem, 'Overview', ) .  Plutarch Brut. ...  See '∆Iounia`∆, : 'The possibility, fr. a purely lexical point of view, that this is a woman's name . . . is prob. ruled out by the context . . .'  See '∆Iouniv a' and '∆Iounia`' in BDAG.  We have already noted that the patristic authors are preoccupied with whether ∆Iounian is male or female, giving little substantive attention to what Paul has to say about this individual's relation to the apostolic band. That they seem to assume a particular view, without interacting over the force of the Greek, is hardly a sufficient reason to adopt their view, as Lightfoot, Fitzmyer, et al. have done. This situation is akin to modern English preachers of secondary material which discusses the various questions arising from Rom .. But by and large, the identification of ∆Iounian -whether this name refers to a man or a woman -is the question most often discussed in the literature, with Paul's intended sense of aj pov stolo~a close second. Only rarely is the syntax of ej piv shmo~with its adjuncts discussed at all.
For convenience' sake, we will label the two views regarding Junia's apostolic status. The approach that regards Andronicus and Junia as in some sense apostles we will call the inclusive view; the interpretation that regards them as non-apostles we will call the exclusive view.  The inclusive view is thus represented in the translation 'outstanding among the apostles' while the exclusive view is seen in the translation 'well known to the apostles'.
The vast bulk of commentators follow the inclusive view; most of those who do see aj pov stolo~used in a broad sense.
 And almost always, the inclusive interpretation is simply assumed, with little or no support. For example, Dunn states that 'the full phrase almost certainly means "prominent among the apostles" ', and he cites other authorities as his defence.  Cranfield, after admitting that the exclusive view is 'grammatically possible', goes on to say: 'it is much more probable -we might well say, virtually certain -that the words mean "outstanding among the apostles . blame at Paul's feet: 'If Paul had meant the second [the exclusive view] he could and should have expressed himself more clearly'!  Schreiner notes merely that the inclusive interpretation is 'the consensus view', and that it 'is almost surely right, for this is a more natural way of understanding the prepositional phrase'.  Some commentators do appeal, however, to other lines of evidence to bolster this approach. Fitzmyer accepts that Andronicus and Junia were apostles largely on the basis of patristic testimony, but only discusses the meaning of the prepositional phrase ej n toi` aj postov loi~.
 Godet accepts the majority view (viz., that Andronicus and Junia were apostles), but adds a negative line of reasoning: Paul does not mean 'well known by the apostles' because ej n most likely does not carry the meaning 'in the eyes of'.  Sanday and Headlam add a positive line of reasoning to accept this interpretation: ej piv shmo~has a literal meaning of 'stamped' or 'marked' and this would most naturally refer to 'those who were selected from the Apostolic body as "distinguished" '.  The most detailed argumentation for the view that Andronicus and Junia were regarded as apostles comes from Moo. If this phrase were to mean 'esteemed by the apostles', ej n would have to have an instrumental force or be equivalent to the Hebrew 'in the eyes of'. However, 'with a plural object, ej n often means "among"; and if Paul had wanted to say that Andronicus and Junia were esteemed "by" the apostles, we would have expected him to use a simple dative or uJ pov with the genitive'.  The kind of certainty embraced by the inclusive camp may well be traced back to Lightfoot. He states: 'Except to escape the difficulty involved in such an extension of the apostolate, I do not think the words oi{ tineṽ eij sin ej piv shmoi ej n toià j postov loi~would have been generally rendered, "who are highly esteemed by the Apostles".'  Although Lightfoot offers no support other than that the inclusive view was adopted by the Greek fathers, his reputation as a careful grammatical exegete was legendary, prompting Schmithals to claim that Lightfoot has shut the door on the exclusive view: 'J. B. Lightfoot has already established that ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~does not mean "regarded by the apostles" but rather "regarded as apostles" '! He adds that this translation 'is the only natural one'.  The same sen- timent, though not necessarily mentioning Lightfoot by name, is found in numerous commentaries that espouse the inclusive view.  Commentators who adopt the exclusive view -that is, that Andronicus and Junia were well known or esteemed by the apostles but were not apostles themselves -tend to supply a little more evidence as a whole since they are in the minority, although they still generally do not address the full grammatical evidence.
Hodge argues that Paul uses aj pov stolo~only 'in its strict, official sense'.  The article toi`before the term 'seems to point out the definite, well-known class of persons almost exclusively so called'.  Murray also argues that this is the preferred interpretation because of Paul's limited use of the term.  Lenski argues along these lines but adds to the evidence:
In the first place, Paul never uses 'apostle' in the wider sense; in the second place, when it is so used (Barnabas, Acts :, ), the word still keeps its meaning: 'one commissioned and sent,' even as Barnabas was commissioned together with Paul (Acts :-), and is never used concerning men (or women) who go out of their own accord . . . Thirdly, ej n states where these two were considered illustrious: 'in the circle of' the Twelve at Jerusalem ('by' is incorrect).  Zahn accepts this minority interpretation based upon one major line of negative evidence: if Andronicus and Junia were well-known apostles, it is remarkable that scripture is otherwise completely silent about them: 'Der Ausdruck und der Umstand, daß wir sonst nichts von einer solchen Bedeutung dieser Leute hören, machen es doch wahrscheinlicher, daß damit gesagt sein soll, daß sie im Kreise der älteren Apostel, welche Pl auch Gl , ;  Kr ,  die Apostel schlechthin nennt, in gutem Ansehen stehen.'  And again, 'Warum schrieb Pl dann nicht aj pov stoloi Was Junia Really an Apostle? Rom . Re-examined   Besides the commentaries mentioned, older works such as those by Luther, Bengel, and Tholuck held the inclusive view as well. Note also Cervin, ' "Junia(s)" ', : 'he wrote oi{ tineṽ eij sin ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~which can only mean "noteworthy among the apostles" '.
Our impression is that within two or three decades of the publication of Lightfoot's commentary on Galatians, and largely because of it, the inclusive view became the majority opinion. But the situation was decidedly different shortly after it was published. C. On the whole, 'exclusive' commentators do not adequately discuss the syntax of ej piv shmo~with its adjuncts. When the construction is discussed, focus is on the prepositional phrase ej n toi` aj postov loi~and the meaning of ej n, not on the collocation of ej piv shmo~with prepositional phrases.

The situation with specialized studies concerning the role of women in the church is much the same. The vast majority of authors favour the inclusive view, but most studies do not deal with the grammatical evidence of ej piv shmo~with its adjuncts. Like the commentaries cited above, many studies simply argue that the name refers to a woman and that aj pov stolo~is used here in a general sense, i.e. as one sent by the church for an appointed task.  Yet some claim, without support- whom Jesus commissioned into special ministry; those commissioned by a congregation to spread the gospel; and those commissioned by a church for specific tasks. They classify Junia as an apostle of the third type, accepting the interpretation that she was considered an apostle.  Other studies assess the meaning of ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~but do not specifically address the relationship of ej piv shmo~ to its adjuncts.
 Cervin is more detailed in that he does address some of the grammatical evidence, but only concerning the prepositional phrase: 'the [translation] "by the apostles" expresses the agent of a passive verb (or in this case, adjective)' and would only be valid if the Greek were uJ pov plus the genitive case.
The Greek text is 'ej n ϩ the dative case, which is used to denote impersonal instrument or means'.  Only a few studies accept the exclusive view, but the reasoning is incomplete and does not deal with the lexical or syntactical evidence.  Modern translations, as would be expected in light of the exegetical literature, usually view Paul's friends here as part of the apostolic band. The NIV and NASB say that Andronicus and Junia(s) are 'outstanding among the apostles'; TEV has 'well known among the apostles'; the NRSV and NAB say they are 'prominent among the apostles'; Reina Valera has 'muy estimados entre los apóstoles'; Phillips Was Junia Really an Apostle? Rom . Re-examined  speaks of them as 'outstanding men among the messengers'; Nouvelle Version Segond Révisée (NVSR) has 'très estimés parmi les apôtres'; the REB has 'eminent among the apostles'; Luther Revision () has 'berühmt sind unter den Aposteln'; NJB says 'Greetings to those outstanding apostles'; New Century Version calls them 'very important apostles'. Some translations seemed a bit more ambiguous, however: KJV reads 'who are of note among the apostles', as does the ASV, RSV, NKJV, and Douay-Rheims. Only a handful of translations took the construction to mean that Andronicus and Junia were not apostles: the CEV has 'highly respected by the apostles'; Amplified reads 'They are men held in high esteem by the apostles'; and the New English Translation (NET) calls them 'well known to the apostles'.
In sum, over the past three decades the exclusive view has been only scarcely attested in translations or exegetical and theological literature. Yet the arguments against it are largely a kind of snowballing dogma that has little of substance at its core.
Evidence that Junia was not an apostle
The thesis of this article is that the expression ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~is more naturally taken with an exclusive force rather than an inclusive one.
The lexical and syntactical evidence seem to support this hypothesis.
First, the lexical issue. ej piv shmo~can mean 'well known, prominent, outstanding, famous, notable, notorious'.  The lexical domain can roughly be broken down into two streams: ej piv shmo~is used either in an implied comparative sense ('prominent, outstanding [among]') or in an elative sense ('famous, well known [to/by]').
Second, the key to determining the meaning of the term in any given passage is both the general context and the specific collocation of this word with its adjuncts. Hence, we turn to the ej n toi`aj postov loi~. As a working hypothesis, we would suggest the following. Since a noun in the genitive is typically used with comparative adjectives, we might expect such with an implied comparison too. Thus, if in Rom . Paul meant to say that Andronicus and Junia were outstanding among the apostles, we might have expected him to use the genitive  (twǹ) aj postov lwn. On the other hand, if an elative force is suggested -i.e. where no comparison is even hinted at -we might expect ej n ϩ the dative. It should be noted that this is merely a working hypothesis, and one that is falsifiable.
As an aside, some commentators reject such an elative sense in this passage   .    .   BAGD  s.v. ej piv shmo~; LSJ -; L&N ..  Either the simple genitive, or one after the preposition ej k.
because of the collocation with the preposition ej n;
 but such a view is based on a misperception of the force of the whole construction. On the one hand, there is a legitimate complaint about seeing ej n with the dative as indicating an agent: such a usage is rare to non-existent in the NT. Thus, to the extent that 'well known by the apostles' implies an action on the apostles' part, such an objection has merit.  On the other hand, the idea of something being known by someone else does not necessarily imply agency. This is so for two reasons. First, the 'action' implied may actually be the passive reception of some event or person (e.g. in texts such as  Tim ., in which w[ fqh aj ggev loi~can be translated either as 'was seen by angels' or as 'appeared to angels'; either way the 'action' performed by angels is by its very nature relatively passive).  Such an idea can be easily accommodated in Rom .: 'well known to/by the apostles' simply says that the apostles were recipients of information, not that they actively performed 'knowing'. Thus, although ej n plus a personal dative does not indicate agency, in collocation with words of perception, the construction (ej n plus) dative personal nouns is often used to show the recipients. In this instance, the idea would then be 'well known to the apostles'.
Second, even if ej n with the dative plural is used in the sense of 'among' (so Moo here, et alii), this does not necessarily locate Andronicus and Junia within the band of apostles; rather, it is equally possible, ex hypothesi, that knowledge of them existed among the apostles. Finally, to make sure we are 'comparing apples with apples', the substantival adjunct (i.e. either the noun in the genitive or the object of the preposition ej n)
should be personal. This gives us the closest parallels to Rom .. However, because of the potential paucity of data, both personal and impersonal constructions will be examined. We now turn to the actual data. A search of TLG, the published volumes of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Tebtunis papyri, and the digitized collections of papyri from Was Junia Really an Apostle? Rom . Re-examined   Moo, for example, writes: 'if Paul had wanted to say that Andronicus and Junia were esteemed "by" the apostles, we would have expected him to use a simple dative or uJ pov with the genitive' (Moo, Romans, ). Cf. also Cervin, ' "Junia(s)" ', .  Cf. Wallace, Exegetical Syntax, -, where it is indicated that the only clear texts in the NT in which a dative of agency occurs involve a perfect passive verb; in the discussion of ej n with dative (-), it is suggested that there are 'no unambiguous examples' of this idiom. Cf. also BDR  ( §), who admit that Luke . contains the lone genuine example of dative of agency in the NT.  Wallace, Exegetical Syntax,  n. , states: 'It is not insignificant that virtually every time w[ fqh is used in the NT with a simple dat., the subject of the verb consciously initiates the visible manifestation; in no instance can it be said that the person(s) in the dat. case initiate(s) the act. In other words, volition rests wholly with the subject, while the dat. noun is merely recipient. Cf. Luke :; :; :; Acts :, , ; :; :;  Cor :, , , . (The only problematic texts are Mark : and its parallel, Matt :; but even here the appearance of Elijah and Moses was clearly not anticipated by the disciples.)' Duke University and the University of Michigan -a grand total of more than  million words of Greek literature  from Homer to  CE -produced several hundred pages of text. ej piv shmo~and cognates are not uncommon forms. We manually narrowed the search to include only two identifiable patterns: ej piv shmo~with ej n plus the dative, and ej piv shmo~with a genitive modifier.  These were examined further for their relevance to the present passage. Obviously irrelevant texts were eliminated, such as passages in which ej piv shmo~refers to the stamp of a coin.  What remains are a few dozen passages, containing illuminating information and definite patterns.
Taking our starting point from biblical and patristic Greek, we notice the following. When a comparative notion is seen, that to which ej piv shmo~is compared is frequently, if not usually, put in the genitive case. For example, in  Macc . we read Eleazaro~ dev ti~ aj nh; r ej piv shmo~ twǹ aj po; th` cwv ra~ iJ erev wn ('Eleazar, a man prominent among the priests of the country'). Here Eleazar was one of the priests of the country, yet was comparatively outstanding in their midst. The genitive is used for the implied comparison (twǹ iJ erev wn). In Pss. Sol. . the idea is very clear that the Messiah would 'glorify the Lord in a prominent [place] in relation to all the earth' (to; n kuv rion doxav sei ej n ej pishv mw/ pav sh~ th` gh`). The prominent place is a part of the earth, indicated by the genitive modifier. Mart. Pol. . speaks of an 'outstanding ram from a great flock' (krio; ej piv shmo~ ej k megav lou). Here ej k plus the genitive is used instead of the simple genitive, perhaps to suggest the ablative notion over the partitive, since this ram was chosen for sacrifice (and thus would soon be separated from the flock). But again, the salient features are present: (a) an implied comparison (b) of an item within a larger group, (c) followed by (ej k plus) the genitive to specify the group to which it belongs.
But in Add. Esth. . we read that the people are to 'observe this as a notable day among the commemorative festivals' (ej n tai`. . . eJ ortai` ej piv shmon hJ mev ran).
In this text, that which is ej piv shmo~is itself among (ej n) similar entities. It should simply be noted that impersonal nouns are used here, making the parallel to Rom . inexact.
When, however, an elative notion is found, ej n plus a personal plural dative is not uncommon. In Pss. Sol. ., where the Jewish captives are in view, the writer indicates that 'they were a spectacle among the gentiles' (ej pishv mw/ ej n toiè [ qnesin). This construction comes as close to Rom . as any we have yet seen.
  .    . 
 Besides TLG, we also examined the first  volumes of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, the first two volumes of the Tebtunis papyri, and Packard Humanities Disk # containing the Duke University and University of Michigan papyri data.  A profound debt of gratitude is owed to Chris Bradley of Princeton University who spent much of the summer of  gathering the data, isolating the relevant constructions, translating many of the texts, and offering his preliminary assessment of their value.  E.g. P. Tebt. , recto ., ., .; P. Oxy. , .
The parallels include (a) people as the referent of the adjective ej piv shmo~, (b) followed by ej n plus the dative plural, (c) the dative plural referring to people as well.
All the key elements are here. Semantically, what is significant is that (a) the first group is not a part of the second -that is, the Jewish captives were not gentiles; and (b) what was 'among' the gentiles was the Jews' notoriety. This is precisely how we are suggesting that Rom . should be taken. That the parallels discovered conform to our working hypothesis at least gives warrant to seeing Andronicus's and Junia's fame as that which was among the apostles. Whether the alternative view has semantic plausibility remains to be seen.
To sum up the evidence of biblical and patristic Greek: although the inclusive view is aided in some impersonal constructions that involve ej n plus the dative, every instance of personal inclusiveness used a genitive rather than ej n. which is ej piv shmo~is compared to its environment with a partitive genitive ; it is a part of the entity to which it is being compared. This was a sufficiently common idiom (though occurring only these three times in the Oxyrhynchus papyri) that the editors conjecture the reading in the lacuna at P. Oxy. , line :  [t]h` ej pistolh` to; aj ntiv grafon e[ n te tai` p[ov lesi kai; ej n toi` ej pishv moi~ twǹ nomwǹ tov poi~] ([Place] 'the copy of the letter in the c[ities and in the public places of the nomes]'). Now, to be sure, these parallels are not terribly strong. The constructions are impersonal, and they are only roughly contemporary with the NT. But at least they do provide evidence of the idiomatic nature of ej piv shmo~belonging to its group as specified with the genitive case. This same idea is also found in the LXX in a couple of places with ej n plus the dative.  Was Junia Really an Apostle? Rom . Re-examined   - CE.
 The editors emended the text by adding tov poi~after nomwǹ, calling the lacuna 'a mistaken omission in the original'.   CE.  c. CE.  The MS is dated by the editors  Feb,  CE.
  Macc . is somewhat similar. At the same time, ej n plus the dative is sometimes used this way, as in  Macc . (ej n tw/ o[ rei tw/ aJ giv w/ ej n tov pw/ ej pishv mw/ ['in a conspicuous place on the The inscriptions can likewise be examined quickly. An idiom noticed in several inscriptions is even more relevant. In TAM .. west wall. coll. .. we read the description of a man who is 'not only foremost in his own country, but also well known to the outside population' (ouj mov non ej n th/ patriv di prwv tou, aj lla; kai; ej n tw/ e[ qnei ej pishv mou).
 Here the person who is ej piv shmo~ is called such only in relation to outsiders (prwto~is used in relation to his own countrymen). It is not insignificant that ej n plus the dative personal noun is used: the man is well known to a group of which he is not a member. Similar idioms are found in Asia Minor TAM .-.; TAM .-.  west wall. coll. .; and Fd Xanth ....... In each instance the group that the individual is well known to but is not a part of is mentioned with ej n plus the dative.
 Although these data are not plentiful, they are excellent parallels and point in but one direction: ej piv shmo~followed by ej n plus personal datives does not connote membership within the group, but simply that one is known by the group. Thus, the inscriptions, like biblical and patristic Greek, supply a uniform picture of ej piv shmo~with personal nouns: when followed by ej n, the well-known individual is outside the group. In literary texts the evidence is not quite so uniform. Nevertheless, the pattern that has emerged from our study thus far is still generally maintained. Beginning with the classical period: Lycurgus speaks of the Spartans making the punishment of their king, Pausanias, 'evident to all' (pasin ej piv shmon ej poiv hsan th; n timwriv an).  Although an impersonal use, the dative is clearly exclusive. Euripides speaks in a similar way, when he has Dionysus declaring Pentheus 'manifest to all men' (ej piv shmon o[ nta pasin), to which Pentheus proudly proclaims 'For this I come' (ej pi; tov d j e[ rcomai).  The king is clearly distinguishing himself from the masses, and the dative carries this exclusivity well. In a similar vein, Euripides speaks of the goddess Aphrodite as 'glorious among mortals' (kaj piv shmo~ ej n brotoi`).  Aphrodite is not a mortal, but her fame is certainly found among mortals. Here is an excellent illustration that has all the constituent parts found in   .    .  holy mountain']) and  Macc . (ej n peribov lw/ twǹ aJ giv wn ej n tov pw/ ej pishv mw/ ['in a conspicuous place in the precincts of the sanctuary']).
 e[ qnei here evidently refers to outsiders -that is, a group to which this man does not belong. This is evident from the strong contrast between the two phrases (ouj mov non . . . aj lla; kaiv ), with the man's fame receiving the laudatory note with the ascensive kaiv hinting that such a commendation is coming.  There is one other inscription that is relevant to the discussion: Peloponnesos .G.... It is similar to the other inscriptions mentioned here, except that parav is used instead of ej n. This individual was also highly respected 'not only in his own country, but was also well known to the Greeks'.  Lycurgus, Against Leocrates .  Euripides, Bacch. .  Euripides, Hipp. .
Rom .: a personal construction with ej n plus the dative. And the meaning is obviously an exclusive idea.
Hellenistic texts are a bit more varied in their nuances. On the one hand, there are the impersonal constructions that go both ways. For example, there are a few texts similar to the passage in Add. Esth. we saw earlier -that is, inclusive notions with ej n plus the dative. Thus, Lucianus can speak of the veins that stand out on the neck.  Philo can speak of form as having distinction in the universe.
 But
Galen can also speak of a conspicuous body part among others, using the genitive.  There are several examples with personal nouns in Hellenistic literature. Lucianus speaks of Harmonides the pipe-player craving fame for his musical abilities to the extent that he wants 'glory before the crowds, fame among the masses' (hJ dov xa hJ para; twǹ pollwǹ kai; to; ej piv shmon ei\ nai ej n plhv qesi).
 He clearly sees himself as set apart from oiJ polloiv !  Elsewhere he uses the genitive to indicate an inclusive idea: 'Show me the men of old, and particularly the famous ones among them' (tou; ej pishv mou~ auj twǹ).
 Lucianus thus shows the same patterns that we saw earlier, viz., an exclusive notion with ej n plus the dative and an inclusive notion with a genitive modifier. But he is not consistent in this. On at least one occasion his words unmistakably have an inclusive force for ej n plus the dative. In his work
On Salaried Posts in Great Houses, he offers advice to servants: '. . . you must raise your thirsty voice like a stranded frog, taking pains to be conspicuous among the claque and to lead the chorus' (ej piv shmo~ e[ sh/ ej n toi` ej painousi . . .).
 This is the first parallel to Rom . we have seen that could offer real comfort to inclusivists. It is unmistakable, it is personal, and it is rare. We have noticed, in fact, only one other text that clearly bears an inclusive meaning with ej n plus dative personal substantives. In Jos. Bell. . we read of certain leading citizens who dispatched some representatives, 'among whom were eminent persons, Saul, Antipas, and Costobar, all members of the royal family' (ej n oi| h\ san ej piv shmoi Sauloṽ te kai; ∆ Antiv pa~ kai; Kostov baro~. . .). But even this text is not a clean parallel: the relative clause is expected to consist of ej n plus the dative, and the adjective is almost 
Conclusion
In sum, our examination of ej piv shmo~with both genitive modifiers and ej n plus dative adjuncts has revealed some surprising results -surprising, that is, from the perspective of the scholarly consensus. Repeatedly in biblical Greek, patristic Greek, papyri, inscriptions, classical and Hellenistic texts, our working hypothesis was borne out. The genitive personal modifier was consistently used for an inclusive idea, while the (ej n plus) dative personal adjunct was almost never so used. Yet to read the literature, one would get a decidedly different picture. To say that ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~'can only mean "noteworthy among the apostles" '  is simply not true. It would be more accurate to say that 'ej piv shmoi ej n toi` aj postov loi~almost certainly means "well known to the apostles".'
 Thus Junia, along with Andronicus, is recognized by Paul as well known to the apostles, not as an outstanding member of the apostolic band.    .    .   There is one other passage in Lucianus that, on first blush, suggests an inclusive notion for the ej piv shmo~ ej n construction, but it may have a different force (Peregr. .). It shows some similarities to this text of Josephus's in its use of the adjective.  Cervin, ' "Junia(s)" ',  (italics added).  Professor Moule, in personal correspondence (letter dated  June ), noted the following: 'It seems to me that you have demonstrated -by all available analogies -the fact that Grk idiom points to the exclusive view, though the idiom still surprises me.' He further asked, 'Why, on the 'exclusive' view, should the apostles be mentioned? Why not the community at large, or all the Christian communities (like dia; paswǹ twǹ ej kklhsiwǹ in  Cor.   )?'
In response, when Paul speaks of all the churches or the community at large, he is especially referring to his churches (cf. Rom ., ;  Cor .; .;  Cor .; .). But when he speaks of the apostles in an absolute manner, as here, he is referring in particular to the leaders in the Jerusalem community (cf., e.g.,  Cor .; .; Gal ., ). And the probable meaning of oi} kai; pro; ej mou` gev gonan ej n Cristw/ in Rom ., coupled with the link to the aj pov stoloi, says nothing about Andronicus and Junia's fame among Paul's churches but rather that they were known even among the leaders of the Jerusalem church. Psychologically, this makes good sense too: 'Even the apostles know Andronicus and Junia!' is the implied ascensive notion.  Those who hold to the inclusive view for this passage have to ascribe a broader semantic range to aj pov stolo~, when used without adjuncts, than is normally accepted for the corpus Paulinum. However, if the exclusive view is correct, the semantic range of the absolute use of aj pov stolo~remains rather restricted within the Pauline epistles. As Hodge argued long ago (Romans, ), '. . . the word apostle, unless connected with some other word, as in the phrase, "messengers (apostles) of the churches", is very rarely, if ever, applied in the New Testament to any other than the original messengers of Jesus Christ. It is never used in Paul's writings, except in its strict official sense. The word has a fixed meaning, from which we should not depart without special reason.' Taking into account the slight exaggeration and pre-Saussurean linguistic description, our study is further evidence that this sentiment is on the right track, and, further, that treatments of aj pov stolo~in Paul need some revision.
